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Abstract-Using the substitution method combined with the pulsed neutron technique, coolant void
reactivities of PuOrUQ? fuel lattices in pressure-tube-type heavy water reactors have been deter-
mined as functions of Pu02 enrichment in PuOrUO2 (0.54 and 0.87 wti), fissile content of pluto-
nium (91 and 75% fissile plutonium), lattice pitch (Vm/Vf: 7.4 and 9.9), and coolant void fraction
(0. 30, 70, 87, and 100I%). The reference loading of 1.2 wt 6 enriched U0 2 clusters was progressively
replaced by PuO2-UO2 test clusters.

The void reactivities were obtained from Simmons and King'sformula in which correction was
madefor a change of the prompt generation time. As decay constants can be maintained invariable
due to substitution, buckling differences were analyzed by thefirst-order perturbation method, on the
assumption that lattices are homogeneous and no difference in diffusion coefficients exists between
the two lattices.

Void reactivities of test lattices were determined with an accuracy of -10% when the minimum
number of test fuel clusters was -5% of the total. The void reactivity shifted farther to the negative
side as the proportion of fiasile plutonium was increasingly in the PuO- U02 fuel of the same enrich-
ment of plutonium.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since boiling light-water-cooled, pressure-tube-type
¢heavy water reactors (HWRs) have a good neutron
-:conomy, the flexibility of selecting fuel is greater

*>compared to that for light water reactors.' The mod-
9tator is spatially isolated from fuel clusters, and the

dntenperature is kept much lower than the saturation
temperature. Thermalization of neutrons is sufficiently

'r:carried out in the moderator, but the spatial distribu-
lion of void fraction arises in light water coolant flow-

{, lug in pressure tubes. Coolant void reactivity became
an important factor from the nuclear safety viewpoint

| after the reactivity accident at Chernobyl Unit 4.
;The HWR core, being developed in Japan,2 has

':been designed so that plutonium-uranium mixed-oxide
|(PUO 2-U 2 MOX) fuel can be used over the whole
core. Although MOX fuel has the effect of shifting
Coolant void reactivity to the negative side as com-
|pared with the case of using uranium fuel, the reactivity
Changes largely according to the form and composition

of the fuel and due to the change of the isotope ratio.
of plutonium accompanying burnup. Therefore, in a
core design that aims to achieve higher burnup com-
pared with the prototype HWR FUGEN, it is necessary
to understand the dependence of the coolant void reac-
tivity of MOX fuel lattices on fuel composition and
lattice pitch, and the phenomenon of reactor physics.

To accurately determine the coolant void reactiv-
ity of various kinds of MOX fuel lattices, a critical
experiment using a one-region core is performed; how-
ever, to realize the critical condition by this method,
generally a large number of each of the fuel clusters
must be prepared. Consequently, MOX fuel lattice
information must be obtained from a critical experi-
ment using a small number of the MOX fuel clusters;
therefore, the substitution method is generally em-
ployed. 3-11 Substitution method techniques have mainly
been applied to determine material buckling.12 13 To
determine material buckling, the few-group diffusion
theory combined with homogenization of regions3-5 is
generally adopted. Persson' 10  has used the analysis
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based onthefirst-order..perturbation theory by suc- . -..The mutual intervals of. the fuel clusters are
cessfull yintroduimg a trarsition region between a ref- .. iwidely spaced.. ..;.W .. !
.~ierecend atest'i~ttic&tFodaetninin'g~threnatcrial 2. The moderator-to-fuel volume ratio is suffi
bucklingj fjthei1WR'lattice using cluster-type fuel, - 'i'tlylarge*- ''

ShibaV3 treated thechan'ge of critical buckling 'due to ' . ' . . .

substitbutio'n 'ais'ittechange of an eigenvalue using the 3.At the boundary of adjacent lattices, the neu.
secon--orde.roperu baion theo'ry.- . tron spectra in heavy water are not largely

.rr.tmaG rbacion 'd . by types ?of fuel and therefore softei 4
Sof tg11likibhbeb~tdet&nin y 21 a~ffect~

taking the perturbatiop in'the analysis of experen- .; sufficiently.'
tal dataas faia~Z 4.& Frglilitothedr t*tI' y applying this analysis rmiethod to the substitutioni
however, has not been used te physical measurement on the HWR lattice using a 28 fuel rod
characteristics suc asreactivityina tetlattice-lfthe cluster, the difference of coolant void reactivity due to
reactivity due to the~change of the coolaitivoid'frae- ' t nuranuni or plu'tonium and the lattice pitch is clarifiedv-
~tion is measurejlfyhejpuIlsed -neutron method for .. * . . ... ,...* .: . . .

deternining the coolant void reactivity ini atest attie.
by the substitution inthod, material buckiings in a test 1I. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
lattice and also the'response to the pulsed neutrons :
must. be taken togeth ifietheiiialysis. . t ;.;.. 3Thecoolant void reactivity of the HWR lattic

In -this study, 'we show that'the relationship be- using MOX fuel was determined by the substitution
tween the prompt neutron-decay c'ostant and the method combined 'with the'pulsed neutron technique
chainge in buckligZed . J.n a deuterium critical assembly. (DCA). As shown iii`
by usinrg the first-orderp turbaii thcoryand,that ",Fig. ,thDA c is contained in a3-m-i., i
the coolant void reactivity'ofa testlattice can be deter- . .i high aluminum tank with a.l-cm-thick wall. The fuel.
rinined.We''onsider the follosring features for HWR ;. clusters in the core are arranged in a 22.5-cm square'
laitic'es:-- - ' .''' ' (.r : ': Ki ' 'lattice or 25.0-em pitch so that the reflector does not.

- ,&

t l .! - : tl', '" .t 21 '-0
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Fig'. I..Loadinig -patterns of test fuel clusters whose positions are represented by numbered circles.
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attach. The fuel clusters used for the experiment have
in effective length- of 2 in. A 28 fuel rod cluster
Arranged in 3 layers of concentric circles was used as
tfiown in Fig. 2. These fuel rod clusters are isolated
1rom the heavy water moderator by pressure tubes, air
gaps, and calandria tubes.

The criticality is adjusted by changing the moder-
Ltor level, which is measured with a servomanometer
p a communicating tube with a ±0.1-mm accuracy.
[he heavy water is 99.45 mol% pure and is non-
poisonous. During the substitution measurement, the
pmperature of the moderator changed by about
t1 .0°C. However, the uncertainty of coolant void
pactivity due to this temperature change is negligibly
mall.
V In the pressure tubes, light water, air, or the
Iroper mixtures of heavy water and light water were
ised as coolant. The level of coolant in the pressure
6Lbes was adjusted to nearly equal the level of the
ioderator. To simulate coolant void, these mixtures
iere adjusted so that the slowing down powers
qualed that of the coolants of 30, 70, and 87% void
ractions, respectively. A small quantity of boric acid
ias added for adjusting the absorption cross section
i a thermal energy region as shown in Table I. A
omparison of the cross sections of the simulated

coolants and the coolant having actual void fraction
is shown in Table II.

In the substitution measurement, lattices fueled
with 1.2 wt% enriched uranium oxide (1.2 U02 ) were
used for reference. The central part of the reference
core was progressively substituted with test clusters of
PuO2 -U02 fuel. The various test regions in the mea-
surement comprised 1, 5, 9, 13, 21, and 25 fuel
clusters. Substitution was carried out so as to be four-
fold rotation symmetry around the core axis as shown
in Fig. 1. In respective partially substituted cores, the
coolant void reactivity was measured by the pulsed
neutron method as a function of the number of test
fuel clusters. The composition of the fuel clusters
investigated is given in Table III. The proportion of
fissile plutonium to total plutonium was -91 No stan-
dard grade (S) or 74Vo reactor grade (R). The propor-
tion of fissile content in the 0.54(S) PuO2 -U02 fuel
was equal to that of the 1.2 U02 fuel.

The prompt neutron decay constant was measured
as a function of axial buckling in the pulsed neutron
experiment. The pulsed neutrons generated by the
D(T,a)n reaction using a Cockcroft-Walton-type
accelerator were injected into the core, and the attenu-
ation of neutron density was measured by four 0.5-in.-
diam BF3 detectors as shown in Fig. 1. The detector

16.73 diam
i- I

'".'''S - / / / /

ft-

ri *

:;-.;:>- 106.0 (m
i--a,,'120.8 diam

.! ¢ . ' 136.5 diam

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of the fuel assembly
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' TABLEI I,,i
. . I..,.Ingredient ofCoolants Simulating Void

' . Simulated ' . Co'nteztof Nuclide in' Coolants (wt%)
Void Fractin , . . . .': .. Densit9l

Hydrogen Deutii "': ' 'Oxygen Boron (Natural) Nitrogen

'0 . ' .190' ..-. : 88.810 . ,0997
'' 30' '7.069 :7.445 . ... 85.523 0.00161 1.0348

. ;. ; o7 - ,t!u2.023 . -t*,16:474. '--i. -'8l1.500 0.00376 I. _ 10840
'.87 . '0.050 ',;20.022. , ,.,79.928 -- 104I

'.:00 '. . a, . 23.520 76.480 0 00I23
. , . - . , - , r , , j , . .

1. I " -,
I-

. I I . .
I . . . . . . I : I 3 . a ;~,I 5i, .

TABLE II

'Raiios of Tw6-Group Cross Sections Between
Simulated ind 'Actually Voided' Coolints

. .. ... a

Ratios of Simulated io lActizally
.. .: Voided Coolants

Simulated' .;
Void Epithermal. Thermal .'

Fraction '. , . - , r
(%O) . ,.tatu e rt

30 1.000 I 1.163 1.000 1.008 1.020
70 0.999 1.890 1.000 1.004 1.110
87 1.000 1.616 0.871 1.003 1.048'

1,fl

0.6 cm depending on whether the coolant void fraci
was 1000/. (air) or some other value. .

The radial flux distribution measured at the cm
of fuel clusters in the reference core was 1east-squ
fitted to the Jo function to evaluate the effective 3c
radius that was needed for determining statist;
weights of substituted regions. The effective corera'
obtained are shown in Table IV. , %

heights were adjusted so that they were nearly at the
midpoint of the moderator level. The count rate n(t)'
of respective detectors was fitted to the function n (t)
A exp(-at) + C by the least-squares rethod, aid the
prompt neutron decay constant (at) wais deter'minied.'
The final value of a was obtained by averaging four
a, independent of the fitting starting time difference.
The statistical error of c 'was within 2%.

The moderator level was converted to' ixial buck:-
ling. To determine effective axial extrapolation'dis-
tances including the reflector saving due to the uppe'r
and lower.structuires, the reactor flux profile ,easure-
ments using copper activation w'ere taken irie'ifeience
and partially substituted cores. The axial flux'distri~bu-
tions measured at the center of a -fuel clusteri'aid mo'd-
erator were least-sqdares fitted to a cosinie funiction 'to
'evaluate effective core heights. The least-squares fit-
ting was undertaken by successively dropping data
near the core boundaries until 'fixed values of the
effective core height were obtained. The fixed values
showed no meaningful dependence on the transversal
location in the unit cell, fuel'kind, and lattice pitch as
long as there was little change in the coolant void frac-
tion. Effective axial extrapolation distances were deter-
mined from these fixed values as 11.3'± 0.6 or 10.2 ±

111. PRINCIPLE OF DATA ANALYSIS

III.A. Buckling in a Fully Substituted Core 'l

When the region occupying a test lattice chang
due to substitution, radial neutron flux distribution JI
distorted.' However, the composition in the axial dire
tion of the core is 'uniform. Accordingly, if the size'@
a substituted region is determined, axial neutron fl
distributio&n always becomes the cosine distributia

''determined bjr 'the geometric buckling. Then, th
prompt neutron decay constant ca becomes a functio
of only axial buckling B, for respective partially sub.
stituted cores. Here, by fitting the data of at and :
into the equation'4

c a(Be2) = a,+ b(B2 -B=2) + c(B -B )2  (

by the least-squares method for every substituted core/ '-
the'prompt neutron decay constant at critical ca, andr
the first- and second-order differential coefficientsb
and c were determined. In Eq. (1), B,2 is the axial cntt
ical buckling. ' -

By applying the first-order perturbation theory to i
-Eq. (1) for every partially substituted core, we deter.j
mined ax, b, arid c in a fully substituted core (test lat a
tice). For simplification, we assumed that (a) neutron g' a

energy groups are two groups, (b) every lattice is'1Y
homogeneous, and (c) diffusion approximation can bcte
applied. 'A

The prompt neutron flux cl(r,.t) in the reference
core (reference lattice) having B? just after injecting'
pulsed neutrons follows the equation -.

CLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING VOL. 99 AUG. 1988
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TABLE IV

Effective Core Radius of Reference Core

Effective
Lattice Void Core
Pitch Ra Fraction B 2  Radius, Ro
(cm) (cm) (V ) (m 2 ) (cm)

22.5' 139.6 0,30,70,87 2.47 + 0.04 153.0 ±t 1.01 . 100 2.36 :± 0.04 156.5 ± 1.0
25.0 138.9 0 2.45 :t 0.02 153.8 ± 1.0

100 2.31 ± 0.02 158.2 1.0

'Here, R = equivalent core radius l= (nP2/w)"If where
n = total number of unit cell, and P = lattice pitch.

v- a4(r,) = L4'(rt) .
at (2)

where 4(r,t) and V- are the neutron flux and neu-
tron velocity reciprocal, respectively, and an operator
L is shown as

[DlrV 2-DlzB2 - El

PEs D 2 rV2 -D 2 ,B?2 - E 2 J

(3)

Subscripts I and 2 show the fast and thermal energy
groups, respectively, and other symbols have their con-
ventional meanings. Here, (r, t) is postulated as

4b(r, t) = 4<(r) -exp(-at) (4)

Then, Eq. (2) and its adjoint equation become

-aV'4'(r) = L+(r) (5)

and

-a yVlIt(r) = Lt04(r) (6)

where 1t(r) and Lt are the adjoint neutron flux of
+(r) and adjoint operator of L, respectively.
* When part of the reference lattice is substituted
with a test lattice to be investigated, the original core
is perturbed. The perturbation along the axial direction
of the core in a substituted region is uniform; there-
fore, of can be maintained invariably even if substitu-
tion is done by adjusting Bz2 by 6B,2. Since the content
of fissile substances in the fuel was low, it was clari-
fied by the lattice calculation that the change of the
average neutron velocity due to substitution was <I o.
From this result, the behavior of neutron flux in a par-
tially substituted core conforms to

-0V-'4*(r) = [L' + W(r)6Lhi]h*(r), (7)

AUG. 1988
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where

4F (r) = prompt neutron flux of a perturbed core

Lo= operator being replaced by B.2 with (Bz +
6 B)inEq. (3)

KL' = operator representing the perturbation of
L'.

The value W(r) is defined as

[I in a substituted region

lo in a nonsubstituted region

The infinitesimal quantity of second order (5D-.5B2)
is as small as can be neglected. Therefore, neglecting
this quantity, Eq. (7) is rewritten as

-ctV-'1 *(r) = IL - SBz2 ;Dz

+ W(r) (bL; + 5L2')] V (r) , (8)

where D., 5L;, and SLj are expressed as

Dz =D[~ 0]
0 D2z

(9a)

6L'i= [ - 2 SE,

0

.5(1 - J3E)P1f2
-6D 2 ,-B' - 6e2 J

(9b)

d FUKUMURA JI
As mentioned in Sec. II, the axial extrapolation #

distance related to the diffusion coefficient does nojf
depend on fuel composition. Consequently, 6D,
to substitution is considered to be as small as cart i
be neglected. .The second term on the right side of
Eq. (11) can be regarded as sufficiently small as conb '' s
pared with the first term. Then Eq. (I11) can be a~
proximated as

2 <-V(r), W(i)6bLi+-,(r)) .X l

The nuclear coupling between lattices is weak in ai
HWR; therefore, V'(r) in a partially substituted core
can be considered spatially proportional to a shape
function ¢(r). Then, variables can be separated it ;
each region, and +*(r) is expressed by

([J0(r) in a test lattice region

-(r) =in a reference lattice region

where {i', # 2, #A and '4,.2 are the constant values)
representing neutron spectra, respectively. The 4dt(r)
value of a reference core is also proportional to ther
shape function 40 (r); therefore, 4t(r) is shown by

-'tJ(r)=.g2to(r)- 1
(l4l

When Eq. (12) is rewritten by using Eqs. (13) and (14j) .
bB,2 results in

.6B,2 A - Wo (15Z %I'

where the proportional constant A and the statistical ;
weight14 Wo are expressed as

A =5(1- ff),Vf24'1#0L - ,S1 Pt, + i sa202'

D1,('' + V/',)' + D2 Z(OL + 'P2r,) s J
(, 1 t6)

SWr-D,]Vtr-+(rl 121

LEADr2 SE A EGE N V . A
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and

KL = -VSDi,.V
-VSD 2 .v]

(9c)

When both sides of Eqs. (6) and (8) are multiplied by
V (r) and 4Pt(r) from the left, respectively, and then
the inner product is subtracted from the other one, we
get

-bB,2<+~)z+(~

+ <(4 (r), W(r)(bLj + 612)4 (r)>- 0

(10)

where < > represents the inner product. Accordingly,
when ae is invariable in a partially substituted core, the
change 6B,2 from Bz becomes

<B2 = (r), W(r)-Mi V(r)) -
k

< '*T % ,i

where

IED
6,=

NUC
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| and

, =° (+k(r), W(r)> (1(r)

;~' In a fully substituted core (test lattice), W0
Aft becomes 1.0; therefore, 6B2 is determined by the ira-

dient A of Eq. (15). Similarly, critical buckling Br in
a 'fully substituted core is determined. Then, the rela-

g tion between a and B2 in a fully substituted core is
;. determined.

III.B. Statistical Weight in a Substituted Core

As shown in Sec. I, for determining the physical
C characteristics of test lattices by using the first-order

R perturbation method, the accuracy of WO is impor-
' tant. In this study, an attempt was made to determine

WO analytically in a partially substituted core.
o Since the substitution was done with fourfold rota-

'tion symmetry, the substituted region is regarded as

g [AIJO(XIr),
0 (r) = {O(X2 ?

t IA1AI7qJO(X2r) Y(
where Ro is the effective radius

DIX

1D 2 X 2 JI (X 2 RI) -J 0(X 2 RI

' the equivalent cylindrical form. In this case, W0 can
@; be obtained from the neutron flux distribution in a
.- concentric cylindrical form two-region core. Equa-

' tion (17) is expressed by

RI
00J e(r), (r)rdr

.io (18)

0I Rio(r) 0(r)rdr

where R and RI are the equivalent radii of a core and
.a substituted region, respectively.

V. Let us assume that the neutron flux distribution
A,- k(rz) in a partially substituted core is expressed by

the Helmnholtz equation, such that

2,t', V 20(r,z) + B2,,k1(r,z) = 0 , i 1,2, (19)

where BE is the material buckling in a lattice of i'th
* region: a test lattice (i = 1) and a reference lattice

(i 2).
When qS;(rz) is defined as

O'i(rz) =4?i(r)cosBzz ' (20)

NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING VOL. 99 AUG.
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Eq. (19) becomes

Vr4 1 (r) + (B,2 - Bz2)Oi(r) = 0 , (21)

where

v2 I (I C,,= -a aF
r r cr

The general solution of Eq. (21) becomes

4j(r) = A5Jo(Xir) + BYo(Xr), (22)

with

A; = (B.. - B2)

where

AjBi = constants

Jo, Yo = Bessel functions of zero order.

When Eq. (22) is solved under the general boundary
condition, the radial flux distribution in a partially
substituted core a (r) is given by

0 s r- RI

2R) Yo(X 2r) RI s r<Ro,

of a core, and -q is expressed by

(23)

IJ 1(X1R1 ) -Jo(X1 R 1 )
J0X2 R)

Y- A(X R) ID 2 X2 Yi(X 2Ri) - Yo(X 2R,)]

where

P (24)

Di, D2 = diffusion coefficients of a test lattice and
a reference lattice, respectively

JI, Y1 = Bessel functions of order n.

Next, we attempt to determine W0 in a partially
substituted core. Corresponding to Eq. (18), WO is
expressed by

rI

WO= 2ir J 60 (r)4,(r)rdr . (25)

Since ¢+0(r) is the radial flux distribution in the refer-
ence core, it is shown by using a constant AO as

+0 (r) =AoJ0(X0r), (26)

where Xo = 2.405/Ro. When the range of integration
is from r = 0 to r = R in Eq. (25), the normaliza-
tion is W0 = 1.0. The W0 value is determined by using
Eqs. (23) and (26):

WO = RI X [XoJ0 (XoRI)J 0 (X1 R1 )

-X 1 J,(XR1 )Jo(X0R1 )] , (27)

where e is the normalization factor.
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The value W0 was analytically deter
the size of a substituted region and B
teimined: 'A 'theimaterial buikling of..
B2 (=2B )depends onWOasshownin
and B2 were determined by an iterativi
An example of the' relation bebkeen the nii
fuel clusters and W0 is shown in Fij: 3.

III.C. DerivOtion ofCoolant Void I
ga *. "''- ."nJa

Coolant void reactivity p-, ,';(dollar
tivity that arises ,,when the coolant voic
pressure tubes is cdifigbd frosn"kV¾o to V'
The value p.,, was determined by fol
mons and King's forimula' 5 .

Pa~ I 'a B=2v) A (Bz2v)

.Orea Ac

whereS, ,. ...- ...

crc, Ac = decay constant and genera
* prompt neutron in a critical

fraction V'%,; respectively
B22V = critical axial buckling in a,

fraction Via.
In Eq. (28), we corrected for the change o
neutron generation time.'6

The correction term A/Ac for prot
genieration'time-is-expressed by

A(B,2# _(Pv-Bv'/

KOWATA and FUKUMURA S.

m-ined ,when According to the simple few-group core calculation
m ,,were de- the value of A/A, was estimated as <7% in the rang@ .

'a est' 'lattice' of 1this experiment. Therefore, Eq-. (29) can' be approx
:Eq. (I), ;Wo irnated as
e procedure. A
Limber of test I(B,) - p ,,''/P -)+ ] B2 (g2 _

.4',,

reactivity where

) is the reac- = effective delayed neutron fraction in
I fraction in core after reactivity was imposed ,"
v% (V< V'). ,= lifetime of prompt neutrons at critical
1lowing Sim- . '- ,al

lowing S .. aaB, - differential coefficient of the lifetime'i
relation to B;,

(28) Using Eqs. (28) td m.(30),;p,, (dollar) after the cor-
rection was determined by the iterative calculation.`$

'Since the amount of correctionof the generation'
time was small, the values used for this correction were

tion'time of obtained'by the few-group lattice calculation code'~.',
core of void METHUSELAH and the diffusion calculation code18 ,

CITATION. 'The evaluation of accuracy of the'
core of void* . METHUSELAH code was carried out with the

and has been used for the nuclear design of the Jap- -
anese prototype HWR.

f the prompt

npt -neutron. IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .

IXVA. Void Reactivity by the
ef)] . (29) Substitution Method

The typical results of the relation between a and;
BI are shown'iri Fig. 4. In' this figure, the continuous '
line is' obtained by'fitting the values of a and B? to
Eq. (1) by the least-squares method. The prompt neu-1 .
tron decay constant arc was obtained by extrapolatinjg' A;

Lattice pitch 'a up to the critical buckling B,,. The coefficient c was
.. 125.0"cm C<2% as compared with the coefficient b and 'was Zi

c ;.-.sufficiently small. The errors of ac and b by least- ';
122.5 c squares fitting were both on the average of 2%.

An example of the experimentaI results represent- 'Zi
ing the dependence of 6Bz2 on W0'at critical and sub-
critical are shown. in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. ;^s4s

' ,. ' Continuous fies sww thle re'ults of least-squares fit
ting byEq. (15)2 A'sclearly Iseen in these figures, the'
propriety of Eq. (15:ws sufficiently confirmed. The :
critical axial bucklingfl?, of each "lattice is shown ,.
in Table V together with B2' In the DCA core, thei t

component of B? in relation to B?2 was >70%. The ,
B, value of u thet test lattice'was determined with ant',"';
accuracy, of .3Vo, at maximum, and B,,2 decreases whenl.

-'---0-, the coolant ,voidifraction is increased. On the other ,'
hand, B,2 decreases or increases when the lattice pitch.,",.',

ters is -increased; It is'clear from'Table V that' B, of ,
ituted clusters 0.54(S) PuO2-UO2 fuel increased by -40% at 0%

void fraction and increased by -20% at 100% void
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Fig. 4. Prompt decay constant as a function of axial buckling.

I'
L4

Lattice pitch = 22.5 cm Void
fraction

3 Test fuel = 0.871R)PuOrTU02 0%

oif II

'E2

100%
1

00 0.2 0.4 0.6

4_x Fig. 5. Change in critical axial buckling as a function
2 of statistical weight for two different void fractions.

>.s, 2.0
2.0 Lattice pitch = 22.5 cm

Test fuel = 70% voided Dcycntn
0.54(S)PUO 2-U0 2  100 S 1

,:f*200 s- 1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Fig. 6 Change in geometric axial buckling as a func-
tion of statistical weight for two fixed values of decay con-
Sitants.
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fraction as compared with that of 1.2 U0 2 fuel. The
B2 values of the two kinds of 0.87 PuO2-UO 2 fuel
have differences of 18 to 26% according to the range
of void fraction.

In the data analysis of the experiment, the depen-
dence of B,2 of a test lattice on the maximum number
of substituted clusters Nma, was examined. An exam-
ple of the change of B72 obtained by changing Nmd,, is
shown in Fig. 7. If Nmax is 5, B2 reaches a constant
value within <1I % at most. This means that the cool-
ant void reactivity of the test lattice can be determined
with an accuracy of -lO''o, regardless of the kinds of
test fuel, by substituting -5Olo of the total number of
charged clusters.

To examine the propriety of applying the first-
order perturbation theory, Bm of the test lattice was
compared with B,2 determined according to the
second-order perturbation theory13 under the same
lattice condition. As a result, Bm, of each test lattice
determined from the present experiment agreed with
B2 of the former experiment within +3% on the
average. Therefore, the present method was suffi-
ciently applied to the data analysis for the substitution
measurement on HWR lattices.

The experimental results of void reactivity in test
lattices are shown in Table VI in comparison with ref-
erence lattices. When a large change was given to the
void fraction (i.e., 0 to 1000%o), the void reactivity in
the small DCA core became a large negative value due
to the larger leakage effect. The effect that fuel com-
position exerts on void reactivity was examined. It was
determined in comparison with the void reactivity of
both lattices having 1.2 U0 2 fuel and 0.54(S) PuO2-
U0 2 fuel that plutonium largely shifted the void reac-
tivity toward the negative side more than the uranium
did. Also, from the comparison of the void reactivity
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TABLE V

Experimental Value of Material Buckling

Lattice Void Material Buckling (m- 2)
Pitch Fraction
(cm) Fuel Kind (%) B4B2

0 8.59±i: 0.18 11.07 :± 0.18
30 8.49 ± 0.17 10.96 ± 0.17

1.2 UO, 70 7.77 ± 0.15 10.24 + 0.15
87 7.66 ± 0.15 10.13 ± 0.15

100 6.47 ± 0.11 8.83 ± 0.11

0 12.87 ±t 0.32 15.34 ± 0.33
4S) 30 12.04 ± 0.30 14.51 ±F 0.30

22.5 0.54(S) 70 10.48 ±0.24 12.95 ± 0.24
rU°2 87 9.96 0.23 12.43 + 0.23

100 8.49 + 0.18 10.85 ± 0.18

0.87(S) 0 18.95 ± 0.65 21.42 ± 0.66
PuOr-UO2 100 '10.86's 0.26 13.23 -± 0.26

0.87(R) 0 13.27 + 0.35 15.74 ± 0.35
PuOr-UO2 100 8.43 ± 0.17 10.79 i 0.17

0 7.27 ± 0.14 9.71 + 0.14.1.2 U0 2  100 '.7.25 ±t- 0.14 9.56 ± 0.14

25.0 0.54(S) - 0 10.86 ± 0.25 13.30 ± 0.26
PuOr-UOzd 100 9.35 ± 0.20 11.66± 0.20

0.87(S) ' '15.79 :t 047 18.24 :± 0.47
PuO2 -U02 100 12.05 ± 0.29 14.36 ± 0.29

LP

Lattice pitch = 22.5 cm

4 Experiment

- Calculation

.1.2 UO2

. 0.54(S)

0

S -10

0

-20

I1

14

13

'E 12
ciE

*11

10

_, I i 0%

-1?100%
20 . Void.

Lattice pitch = 25.0 cm fraction
Test fuel = 0.54(S)Pu0 2-UO2

0 - 10 ' .: 20
Number of substituted clusters

Fig. 7. Converged mnaterial buckling of test lattice as'a
function of substituted clusters for 'two different void frac-
tions.

of two kinds of 0.87 PuO2-UO2 fuel, it was found
that the shift of the void reactivity toward the negative
side was more conspicuous as the content of fissile plu-
tonium increased. '

The void reactivity is shown in Fig. 8 for both lat-
tices having '1.2 U0 2 fuel and 0.54(S) PuO2 -UO2 fuel
when void fraction was changed from 0 through 30,
70, and 87°01 to. 100°7, respectively. The void reac-

0 20 40 60 80 100'
Void fraction 1%) .

Fig. 8. Void reactivity due to change in coolant void a@
fraction from 0%.

tivity shifted gradually toward the negative side as'
the'void fraction increased, and'it rapidly lowered to.
a large negative value when the void fraction wasn'
close to 100%. This occurred because the microscopic
scat ering cross section of thermal neutrons for light -
water was as large as 100 b. The atomic number v.f
density of light water, however, became zero in the
case of 100°0 void fraction; therefore, the diffusion X
coefficient rapidly increased. When the void fraction.
became 100%, the increase of neutron leakage WD, -B.E2 -c
due to a large axial buckling and the decrease of moderlnl
ating effect contiibuted more to the reactivity than the-
decrease of the absorption effect of light water.

The dependence of void reactivity on fuel compo-y;i
sition was examined. Here, the macroscopic absorp-J",
tion'cross section E2 of fuel for thermal neutrons
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TABLE VI

Comparison Between Experiment and Calculation for Coolant Void Reactivity

Lattice
Pitch
(cm)

Change in Void
Fraction

(01o)

Void Reactivity (dollar)

Fuel Kind Experiment Calculation
-9 I I 4-

0- 30
0- 70
0_- 87
0 - 100

-0.22 + 0.06
-2.01 ± 0.26
-2.51 ± 0.31
-6.31 + 0.43

-0.16
-2.00
-2.32
-6.31

22.5 1.2 U02

30-- 70 -1.74 + 0.25 -1.81
30- 87 -2.22 ± 0.29 -2.12
30- 100 -6.00 ± 0.41 -6.06

70 -. 87 -0.30 ±0.09 -0.15
70- 100 -3.96 ± 0.33 -3.72

87-

0-
0-
0-

0 I
30-

0.54(S) PuOrUO2  30-
3: 22.5 3 -

70-.
70-.I

87- 1

0.87(R) PuOrUO2 0-_1
0.87(S) PuOrUO2

1.2 U0 2
25.0 0.54(S) PuOrUO2  0-I

0.87(S) PuOrUO2

I ̂ tof 2200 m/s was used as a variable representing the
, idfference of fuel. The relation of E!m to the void

reactivity po-1(0 when void fraction was changed from
t ;S0 to 10001 was clarified. The microscopic absorption

AjCross sections of fuel substances were used from the
Vyalues of Ref. 19, and the atomic number densities of
i respective elements were used from the inspection
l-..,data. The relation between po-100 and EF'O is shown
12n Fig. 9 using lattice pitch as a parameter. As seen in

t'ihis figure, the increase of El moved pO-.Oo toward
. he negative side regardless of lattice pitch. Since the
*Wi dth of change of E100 (corresponding to the'degree

X 6f enrichment of plutonium) used for the experiment
) )>Was-30%o (0.25 to 0.35 cm-') at most, p _0 of the
,L'lattices having two kinds of PuO2 -UO2 fuel (enrich-

' ;Lment 0.54 and 0.87%) was regarded as monotonously
",Ehanging. Straight lines connected pO_100 of 0.54(S)

.NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING VOL. 99 AUG. I

1'..-

II I
-3.64 ± 0.32 -3.54

-2.24 ± 0.54
-6.81 ± 0.75
-9.36 ± 0.88

-18.39 ± 1.30

-2.02
-7.84

-10.17
-18.28

70 -4.49 ± 0.63 -5.47
87 -6.79 ± 0.76 -7.60
00 -15.09 ± 1.14 -15.24

87 -1.74 + 0.46 -1.67
00 -8.63 ± 0.86 -8.21

-6.42 + 0.76 -6.24

-19.30± 1.30
-28.30 ± 2.08

-20.87
-29.89

-0.06 ± .0.02 +0.20
00 ' -5.89 ± 0.77 -6.33

-14.21 ± 1.46 -14.31

and 0.87(S) PuO2 -U0 2 fuel lattices every lattice pitch.
In Fig. 9 two points are clarified:

1. The increases of El shifted po-100 toward the
negative side.

2. Even in the fuel of the same p po-10
became more negative as lattice pitch was narrower.

It is also clear that p0_l0o for 0.87(R) PuO2-UO2 fuel
is situated above the continuous line, and that if the
continuous line is directly extrapolated up to. 200

corresponding to 1.2 U0 2 fuel, po-100 for the 1.2 U0 2
fuel in every lattice pitch is situated above each extrap-
olated line. Therefore, two more points are clarified:

3. In the PuO 2-UO2 fuel of the same degree of
enrichment of plutonium, po-10I shifted farther to the
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0

-20 \25.0 cm

0.87(R) PuO2-U0 2

-30 -

22.5-cm

0.2 0.3 0.4
_2200 jcm-

1 )

Fig. .9. Dependence of 0 - 100%o void reactivity on
2200 m/s absorption cross section of fuel.

negative side as the proportion of fissile plutonium
increased. .

4. In the fuel of the same , PuO2-U0 2 fuel
shifted p0_OO even farther to the negative side than
V02fuel.;- !

We examined the fuel composition dependence of
*void reactivity 'froim ;the latii 'characteristics view-
point. The increase of E2, 00 shifted po_1O toward the
negative side mainly because.of the thermal neutron
utilization, whichnicrisea becauise" the inicrease in
void fiactions became smailer in the'fuel1'vith'larger
' Po. This is clear because the relative absorption
effect of coolanft becamne 'smaller with large E,

:,;is*eim .2 ca'n b'e explained ais follow~s. If latticepitch
is wide, 'the ielative nmio'derAitdr'to-fuel vohlu'ne ratio
Vm/Vf is large (foiJ.12.5-cm jitch',' ;i ' for
25,:.0c pitch, VmV- =10.0), 'nid neutronssarfe suffi-
*cietly therialized. Therefore,' it was difficult o 'affect
neutron .spectra' with 'coolant. ;Plutonium'was rmore
effective for reducing void reactivity than uranium in

a narrower pitch lattice. This fact can be examined b!
. comparing the change of the resonance reaction rait,
of plutonium and uranium near 0.3 eV..due to. tjh
change of void fraction. The'degree of neutron spec
tra hardening due to the increase of void fraction w'al
more conspicuous as lattice pitch became narrower. 1i
particular,-since resonance exists in plutonium, wher
lattice pitch was narrow, the spectra were more hard:
ewed in a Pu02 -UO2 fuel lattice as compared with',
U02 fuel 'lattice. 20 2' However, when lattice pitci

'became wide, the degree of spectrum hardening due tc
the increase of void fraction was not much differenj
according to the difference of fuel substances such a4
uranium and plutonium. As a result, the differena
between U0 2 and PuO2-UO2 fuels regarding thf
change of resonance reaction rate due to the increas'
of void fraction increased as lattice pitch was nari
rower. So the void reactivity was more negative in th0
PuO2 -UO2 fuel than in the U0 2 fuel.

For items 3 and 4, since plutonium has resonance
in a low energy region (0.3 to 1.0 eV) unlike uraniui'
po-100 differed according to the nuclides of fuel sub'
stances. The neutron spectra in fuel clusters tended to
harden as void fraction became higher, but this tei-'
dency was more conspicuous in plutonium thanip
uranium having a cross section of nearly liv; the mace
roscopic absorption cross sections of resonance energy
* near 0.3 and 1.0 eV of plutonium became larger as
v6id fraction increased, but the increase of the cross
sections became larger as the plutonium content in fuel

* increased. As a result, when void fraction increased,
the macroscopic absorption cross section near the resi
onance energy'becaine larger. Inversely, the neutroni
flux there tended to be depleted; therefore, the effect
that the change of resonance absorption rate exerted
on void reactivity decreased as the plutonium content
increased. If void fraction was high, the neutron flux
-in the resonance energy region in a pressure tube
tended to be'depleted because the slowing down effec&
due to light water was large if void fraction was low'.
Therefore, the neutron flux in the resonance energy
region recovered the amount decreased by resonance
absorpiion. Its recovering effect, however, decreased
as.void fraction became higher; the neutron flux tended
to be depleted. Consequently, in the Pu02 -UO2 fu4
containing such fissile substances as 239 Pu and 24IPut
having a very large resonance near 0.3 eV (total crosS
section -5000 and 2000 b, respectively), the decrease
of iesonance fission rate due to the increase of void
fraction contributed to this effect. On the other hand;
the decrease of resonance capture rate contributed fin
the fuel having large.aminounts of 240Pu and 242p;,
However, since the total resonance cross section near
1.0 eV of 240Pu and 242Pu is as large as several tens op
thousands of barns, the neutron flux in the resonance
region was more depleted in the fuel containing thes
nonfissile substances. The neutron flux near the resow
nance region was sufficiently small compared with that

LEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING VOL. 99 AUG. 1988
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-in a Maxwellian region. Accordingly, the effect that
~,.--Tthe resonance of 24OPu and 24Pu exerted on void

; Ki reactivity can be neglected. Although the 2'Pu and
*; I.^ 2t42IP content of 0.54(S) PuO2-UO2 fuel largely
' > f from that of 0.87(R) PuO2-UO2, void reactivi-

> 'ties are nearly the same between these two fuel lattices,
-;-as shown in Fig. 9. Resonance of 239Pu is the most

.' ;-dominant effect on void reactivity in plutonium nu-
d Pc>elids.

4>',s. JV.B. Comparison of Experimental and
hi"Calculated Values

The experimental void reactivities were the values
;-s for single fuel lattices, so that those can be compared
-Wi> directly with the values by lattice calculation. The cal-

"dilated values by the lattice calculation code22 WIMS-
hi ~P were compared with the experimental ones. The

$> 4WIMS-D code is used for the nuclear design of com-
.;J -inercial HWRs in Japan. The code is based on the

, Transport theory, and the basic cross-section library is
o'69 groups. The collision probability method has been

t if adopted for solving a transport equation. This method
,,has confirmed the accuracy in the critical experiment

. using DCA. The neutron energy group on the calcu-
e lation is 7 groups in the thermal region, and 11 groups

e Al h'resonance and fast regions, 18 groups total. The R-X
geometry was adopted, and the number of meshes was

j'9,42 in the radial direction and 12 in the azimuthal direc-
i >Iion. Neutron leakage in the finite system was evalu-

i -ated by B1 approximation. For treating the anisotropy
: "of neutron diffusion in axial and radial direction due

the heterogeneity of lattices, the diffusion coeffi-
J'cient determined by Benoist's method 23 24 was taken

hPinto account.
. The calculated and experimental values are shown

; n Table V. Since the experimental core was small,
the contribution of the axial neutron leakage to void

-reactivity was considerably large. In addition, HWR
lattices had a strong heterogeneity, and an -5% an-

i ':sotropy arose in the neutron diffusion coefficient
according to the calculation. If the anisotropy of the

I i- 3diffusion coefficient was introduced, the difference
I 'dbetween the experimental and calculated values tended

'to be s nali.'
Kr v ' Experimental and calculated values for 1.2 U0 2
. fuel lattices agreed well in whatever void fraction
.change, and the difference was within ±0.3 dollar.

4 t'Cithe disagreement between both values for the 0.54(S)
I 'PUO2-UO2 fuel lattice' was within ±0.3 dollar if the
: W.zvidth of void fraction change was small. However, if

the change of void fraction was large, the discrepancy
r ~became ± 1.0 dollar. With the increase of enriched plu-
,~ <, 1Y 'onium or the absolute values of void reactivity, the

calculated values approximately tended to underesti-
' nate in comparison with experimental values, and the

t ;discrepancy was -1.6 dollar at maximum,
Heterogeneity increased with increasing lattice

NUCLtAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING VOL. 99 AUG.
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pitch. Then, reducing the accuracy of calculation was
predicted, but the accuracy had no meaningful depen-
dence on the lattice pitch when fuel composition was
the same. If the fuel enrichment increased, the critical
volume decreased and the leakage effect to the void
reactivity became overwhelmingly large. The accuracy
of calculation of the diffusion coefficient was the main
factor affecting the accuracy of calculation of void
reactivity, because the neutron flux distribution was a
simple shape and the change of void fraction was
large.

V. CONCLUSION

By applying the first-order perturbation theory to
the analysis of the experimental data of the substitu-
tion method including the pulsed neutron method, the
coolant void reactivity of the test lattice could be deter-
mined, even if only a small number of fuels can be
prepared. Three kinds of PuO2-UO2 fuel were used as
test fuels, and 1.27o enriched U0 2 fuel was used as
the reference.

In the analysis of the experimental data, three
assumptions were introduced:

I. Both reference and test lattices are homoge-
neous.

2. Diffusion approximation can be applied.

3. The differences of diffusion coefficient and
neutron velocity between a reference lattice and
a test lattice can be neglected.

The relation between the statistical weight of the sub-
stituted region and the amount of change in the axial
buckling due to substitution was expressed by a linear
equation having the gradient peculiar to a test lattice.
When the minimum number of the fuel clusters for
substitution was -55o of the total ones, the coolant
void reactivities of test lattices were determined with
an accuracy of -10%.

By this substitution measurement, the dependence
of void reactivity on fuel substances, the isotopic ratio
of plutonium, and lattice pitch in HWRs was clarified
from the viewpoint of the effect of neutron spectra
and the change of resonance absorption rate near
.0.3 eV. Also, it was clarified that the lattice calculation
code WIMS-D could be evaluated by the void reactiv-
ity of about -30 dollar in maximum within 1.6 dollar.
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